New York, September 13, 2016

Indxx LLC Launches Three Thematic Indices, Licensed to Global X Funds for
Exchange Traded Funds
Indxx LLC is pleased to announce the launch of the Indxx Global Internet of Things Thematic Index, Indxx
Global Robotics & Artificial Intelligence Thematic Index and Indxx Global Fintech Thematic Index (the
“Indices”). The Indices have been licensed to New York-based ETF provider Global X Funds as the
underlying benchmarks for the Global X Internet of Things Thematic ETF (NASDAQ: SNSR), Global X
Robotics & Artificial Intelligence Thematic ETF (NASDAQ: BOTZ) and Global X FinTech Thematic ETF
(NASDAQ: FINX), which began trading today.
The Indices follow three initial thematic indices developed and launched by Indxx earlier this year: The
Indxx Millennials Thematic Index, Indxx Global Longevity Thematic Index and Indxx Global Health &
Wellness Thematic Index.
About The Indices
The Indxx Global Internet of Things Thematic Index is designed to provide exposure to exchange-listed
companies in developed markets that facilitate the Internet of Things industry, including companies
involved in wearable technology, home automation, connected automotive technology, sensors,
networking infrastructure/software, smart metering and energy control devices. The Internet of Things
refers to the network of physical objects (devices, vehicles, equipment, homes, buildings) that are
connected to the Internet through embedded devices and software, which allows these physical objects
to collect, analyze and exchange data.
The Indxx Global Robotics & Artificial Intelligence Index is designed to provide exposure to exchangelisted companies in developed markets that are involved in the development of robotics and/or artificial
intelligence, including companies involved in developing industrial robots and production systems,
automated inventory management, unmanned vehicles, voice/image/text recognition, and medical
robots or robotic instruments.
The Indxx Global Fintech Thematic Index is designed to provide exposure to exchange-listed companies
in developed markets that provide financial technology products and services, including companies
involved in mobile payments, peer-to-peer (P2P) and marketplace lending, financial analytics software
and alternative currencies.
About Indxx
Founded in 2005, Indxx seeks to redefine the global indexing space. With offices in New York, London
and New Delhi, the firm focuses on Index Development, Index Calculation, Analytics & Research and
combines these services in a holistic, customized approach that is unique to the industry and provides
maximum benefits to our clients.
For more information about Indxx or the Indices, please visit: http://www.indxx.com/
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